KSOM Educational Materials: Statement on Rights and Use

In general, rights to educational materials distributed to or made available to students (handouts, copies of slides, information on school or faculty web sites, electronic files, etc.) should be considered the property of the school and/or the faculty. **Regardless of format (electronic file, print media) materials should not be copied or distributed for others' use.**

This is an issue because some materials are explicitly copyrighted by our faculty who wish to protect their intellectual property. Other materials are copyrighted by non-USC faculty or by other institutions, and are made available to us with the explicit expectation that the materials will be used strictly in accordance with the copyright owner's expectations. These limitations apply most commonly to materials posted in password-protected areas of our school's web sites, but the safest way for you to proceed is to assume that all materials are copyright protected unless there is an explicit statement that the material is available for unrestricted distribution. Even in the absence of copyright protection, courtesy dictates that we respect the rights of others' intellectual property and seek their input prior to sharing their work.

If you find materials that you wish to copy or distribute, you may also contact the copyright owner for permission. Many faculty are willing to have materials they create distributed for others' benefit, but simply wish to be consulted in the process. Violation of these guidelines will be handled as we would handle any other breach in professional behavior. Issues of copyright protection have assumed increased importance and prominence during the past several years, and we hope these guidelines help you adhere to the law and common professional behavior expectations.
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